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Worksheet: Pyramidal horn antenna
Objectives:
In this session, you will
1. Create a pyramidal horn antenna operating at 1GHz.
2. Observe the electric field and magnetic fields.
Part 1: setting up the variables
Step 1: open Ansys electronic desktop, go to HFSS - >HFSS
Step 2: go to the modeler tab ->units and change the units to cm.
Step 3: then go to the HFSS tab -> design properties and enter the following variables.

Step 4: hit apply and then OK.
Part 2: creating the horn antenna
Step 5: go to the draw tab and select draw box. Make sure vacuum is your default material.
Step 6: double click on draw box feature and change its properties as follows.

Step 7: hit apply and then hit Ok.
Step 8: fit all to see the full model. Zoom out if needed.

Step 9: draw a rectangle at a random location.
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Step 10: double click on create rectangle feature and change its properties as follows;

Step 15: fit hit all to see the full model

Step 16: in the draw tab, change the select type to face
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Step 17: now select the top surface of the box as shown.

Step 18: go to the modeler tab -> surface -> create object from face

Step 19: now change the selection mode back to object. You may also hit O on the keyboard.

Step 20: Now select the new object you created from the face and the rectangle while holding control.
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Step 21: while they are selected, go to the modeler tab -> surface -> connect

Step 22: this should complete the model as follows;
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Step 23: now select all objects and hit unite.
Step 24: next step is to create the shell. For that, change the selection type back to face by hitting f on
the keyboard.
Step 25: go to the edit tab -> select objects -> by name

Step 26: this will open a pop-up window. Select all the faces except the front aperture.

Step 27: while they are selected go to modeler tab -> surface-> create object from face
Step 28: select all the new objects you created and hit unite.
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Step 29: now select that new united object, go to modeler -> surface -> thicken sheet.
Step 30: from the pop-up window change the thickness to 1mm.

Step 31: double click on the newly created united object and change its name to Horn, and the material
to pec. You may also change the color.
Step 32: this will show the following model. You may make the vacuum parts transparent.
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Part 3: adding a wave guide port
Step 33: change the selection method to faces if its not set already.
Step 34: Draw a rectangle and change its create rectangle properties as follows;

Step 35: right click on the newly created rectangle -> assign excitation ->port ->wave port

Step 36: in the next pop-up window leave the integration line none.
Step 37: check do not re-normalize in the next window and hit finish. Leave the default coating
thickness.
Step 38: the excitation should look as follows;
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Part 4: setting-up the radiation space and analysis set-up
Step 39: create an air-filled box enclosing the full antenna. The dimensions of the box do not matter as
long as it encloses the full antenna. Adjust the transparency of the box.

Step 40: Right click on the box -> assign boundary -> radiation. Leave the default name and hit Ok.

Step 41: now right click on the analysis on the project manager pane ->add solution setup->advanced.

Step 42: set the operating frequency to 1GHz and the number of passes to 20.
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Step 43: go to the simulation tab -> validate. If everything checked green hit analyze all.
Step 44: once the simulation is complete, right click on radiation in the project manager pane and go to > insert far field set up -> infinite sphere.

Step 45: now go to the results tab -> far field reports ->3D polar

Step 46: from the pop up window, sect directivity, DirTotal (total directivity) and abs from the three
columns and hit new report. You will get the following directivity pattern of for the Horn antenna.
Upload this result to the learning management system.
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